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to the College Inn. 303 Ash NE, 243-288!.

0

2/8
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share 3-bd~m apartment. SIOS plus utilities, Caii2SS-7674.
216
NEEDED ROOMMATE TO share a furnished 3bdrm house, swimming pool, 5100. After 6:00 call
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COMMUTING WOMAN: DO you want to share
rurnishcd house during week? Excellent neighborhood, Walk to UNM. 2!15-0233, evenings, $90.00.
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WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN7 Tired of cooking and
cleaning? Need a place to Jive for spriilg term? Come

Classifieds

....
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SINGLE ROOM, FEMALE, co-ed residential Co-op,
213
close tocaJnpus, 3 meills dally, 247-2515,
TWO FEMALES WANTED to stJ_are 3-bdrm house.
Clean non-smoking, Arou:od Feb, 25th, 268-0183

00

1.

2.

PERSONALS.

ACCURA'I'Il INFORMATION ADOUT

con: _

traccption •. sterilization, abOrtion. Right to Choose,

294·0171.
2/ll
FILM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP.: A non·

299-t3U8, Mike,
2/8
ROOMMATE WANTED: BEAUTIFUL house in

LOST&FOUND

Corrales,

REWARD $50.00 LOS'f: One 18 week old female
brown and tan s..loberman puppy (not AKC)~ Collar
and tags, Crooked rlght front leg. Named Maconya,
Heartbroken owner, Stolen l/IS/78. Call Teresa,

academic introductiort 10 the art of film making
, taught by a working filmaker, Call Gary Dobet'man

2434689/217·l907
2/3
LOST CAT, LAROE grey·brown-black long haired,

afternoons before Feb, 5. 266-0863
213
PESPARATELY WANTED, INTRODUCTION to

fluffy tailed, short legged male, no collar, named
Riley. Gone sine~ Jan. 25 from area Ash and Silver.
Please call247-2697 If found.
2110

Modern Circuit Anal)'sjs by Calahan, Macnee,
McM<lhon-Holt, Rinehart, Winston publisher. If
interested in loaning or selling this book please
contact Dr, Koschmann at 277·3140 or Mabel Grey at

277-1924
CONCE!'TIONS

•

SOUTHWEST·

A

2/3
new

publication of UNM's Creative Arts is now accepting
J>ubmissions from sculpture to poetry. For more
information call Leslie 299-4773 or Gayle 292-1323.
t fn

PERRY'S PIZZA WILL deliver. Call843·97l0

2/3

PARTY PIANIST!·ROCK chops, licks, and riffs to
liven up any event by UNM student moonlighting as
nitctlmc giggcr. Great background or singalong music
for frats, sors, clubs, etc. Fees cool, fingers hot. Call
Da\'C, 292-0831, after 5.
2/3

BEGINNING WEAVING CLASS starts Feb. 8:
Weavers Studio, 205 Stanford SE, 265-9100.
2/6
LINDA, I LOVE YOU. Please reconsider. Chuck.

216
20 BOXING MATCHES! Denis Chavez Communily
Center, 715 Kathryn SE, February 4th, 7:30 pm.
213
Admission $2.00, Students $1.00.
THE AMERICAN DOLLAR has depreciated
considerably against the German Mark. Tllis will
cauc;c Birkcnstocks to increase in prkc $3/pr. starting
Feb. 13. Dirkenstocks now 201ll~ off old price until
Feb. 11 at Wild Rose, 2916 Central SE, 266-9946.

2110
DR. BARNICK IS INTERESTED in locating
children from 9-36 months of age to participate in a
study on play. If you arc interested, please call 277·

4209.

2/10

FOUND: THURSDAY MORN INO on 7 am Incoming NE Heights bus~ la<jy's glove, Claim Rm. lOS
Marron Hall.
tfn
FIND YOURSELF In the Peace Corps, Ortega 233.

277·5907.

"

3.SERVICES
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
tin

Call PENM B42·l200.

YOU'LL NEED INSURANCE someday so start now
when it costs less. Metropolitan Representative,
~ 2/~
LeRoy Ortiz, 265-8463.

TYPING. 1st QUALITY, 883-7787,
2/24
BIORHYTHM SERVICES, YOUR energy cycles,
physlcal-e.motional-intellectual,
Send
birthdate,
$6.00. Full Year Computer Projection, Booklet, DoIt-Your~elf
instructions, 210 Spruce NE,
Albuquerque 87106.
2/3

FASTTYPING266·3953TYPING MA ENOLISH,
8564.

2/14
Campus delivery. 296-

3/20

CONTACTS17 POLISHING&SOLUTIONS. Casey
Optical Company, 25!1-8736,

tfn

FRESH CIGARS ..AT PRICES you can allord.
Available at Pipe & Tobacco Road. 107B Cornell SE.
2/8

LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S through- the Happy
Hour ... every Friday from 5:30 to 7:30.
2/3
THIS MONDAY-A CLOSE encounter wit}\ Leonard
Nimoy, 8 pm at Popejoy Hall.
' 2/3
PATII, IT'S TWO days early but Happy Birthday.
Good luck with Organic.LoveTJ.
2/3

'MARY, NICK AND CARRARO--You're nil nuts. If
you want the best go to Nunzlos for pizza. Rick. 2/3
NICK, IF CARRARO'S is too different I don't want
to meet you there. Everything can change, but if the
food is not the same forget it. I used to love their
pizzas, eggplant heroes and salads. 1 hope they
haven't changed the menu. I don't care if they have
.'iolar heating or a redwood deck, I just loved to go
there because the food was the best anywhere in town.

m

M-

IT'S ABOUT CHOICE. You get to expand the areas
or aliveness In your life: health, love, satisfaction,
happiness, and fnll .self-expression. Or, you can be
where you arc right now. INSIGHT TRAINING. The
weekend cxpcrien~c of your life. Call John 1-9 pm.
Monday thru Friday, 298-7549.
217

prefer graduate st1,1dent '

pets OK, $I20~ 262~1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee, 2/3
KIDS, PETS FINE, clean solid 2-bdrrn, kids, pets
welcome, $110.262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee. 2/3

5.

FORSAJ,E

SINGER FUTURA ZIGZAG sewing machine. Top
of the Line. Slightly used but still under warranty,
Automatic bobbin winder, has computerized buttonholer and does hundreds of fa11cy stitches,
217
Regularly $800, now $I50.cash. 294-8755.

WOMEN'S SUEDE JACKET sfze 13/14. Good
condition, $40.268-0015
216
.DELUXE MICROWAVE LAROE oven touchmatic,
probe, memory. No down payment, assume small
2113
monthly payments. 268-4393.
8FT. POOL TABLE, $~00, includes all accessories.
Susie 242-8746.
213
HANDMADE KNOTTY PINE Taos bed couch,
beautiful, 6ft. long, foam pad, $300.765-5726, 217
1974 VEGA STATIONWAGON, clean, air, radial
tires. Asking Sl)OO. 266-3051, evenings.
217
1975 MUSTANG II MACH I, 4·speed, V·6 low
mileage, good shape, $2650. Call Jay 8-5, 877:5340.

217
FOR REPAIR BILL, zig-zag sewing machine makes
buttonholes, embroiders, darns. Blind stitches
without attachments, $27,50 and take machine. 266-

5871.

2/13

OUITAR LESSONS. FIRST Jesson free. Flat-picking
or classical. Experienced teacher. Private lessons.
Call Marc at L& M MuslcStudio, 241-8158.
213

NO DOWN PAYMENT Sansui receiver, 100 watts,
cassette or 8 track player. Fronolic 6-way speaker,
magnetic turntable, assume small monthly payments.

CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method.
Beginners welcome. 266-9291.
2128
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and

266-l871
2/13
10 YEAR GUARANTEE unclaimed layaway, color

editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345-2125.
4/29

REASONABLE TYPING SERVICE. Caii26B4917.
2/9
BE A CLOWN. Classes ln maglc, juggling, mlme,
puppets Wilh Mlchucl Anthony, 265-746!1,
217

non-smoker,

working p•rsoH, ll3l, 898· 7798,
2/8
ABOUT TIME, SECl:JRELY fenced 3~bdrm, kids,

EDITORIAL SERVICE AND WRITING assistanr.e.

26l-1164.
2/6
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minutc Passport Photos. No appointment.

268·8lll.

tin

television. Brand new guarantee, do down paymem,
small monthly payments until balance is paid off.

266·5872.
2/13
1978 KIRBY CLASSIC Ill, commercial model with
shag rake and attachme.nts, lifetime factory warranty,
2/13
take over small payments. 266-5871.

ELECTRONIC IGNITION SPECIALS good thru
February. Delta Mark 109 $39.95; Megaspark 400
$42.95; Tiger SST $34.95. 268·5490. Electronic
Ignition Sales.
2/17

1960 PONTIAC CATALINA. Body and engine
good. $750.00, negotiable, 243-7387leave message.

4.

HOUSING

2/9

ACCUSTOMED TO LUXURY, large l·bdrm., kids,
pets, $75 utilities paid. 262-175I, Valley Rentals, $30

lee.
2/3
ALMOST FURNISHED NE clean solid l·bdrm,

MOPEDS FROM $399, Vespa Scooters: Vespa,
Peug~ot, Hercules, Batavus Mopeds. Service & ac·
cessories. J .J. Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268-3949 2/9

CAMPUS ORGANIZER: TRAVEL to NM cam·
puses to establish public Interest research groups, Car
and organizing experience ellscntial, Fifteen to twenty
hours per week, Feb-May, $3,25-$3.50 per hour plus
some expenses. Deadline is Feb. 8. Send resume or
experience description 10 NMPIRG, PO Box 4564,
Albuquerque, 87106. 277-2757. Minorities, women
and students encouraged to apply.
217
_GRADUATE ASSISTANTS AND undergraduate
advlsors: Reliidence hall staff applicants being
sought. Earn room, board, monthly stipend.
Gn~duate students also receive tuition waiver. Apply;
Associate Dean of Studenf.'j_ Office, La Posada Hall.
Deadline: March 3,1978,
2/3
STUDENT SPOUSE WITH SEWING experience
wanted for part-time employment. Bernina Sewing
MachineCom"pany, 268-9176.
2/6

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Trips $89.9l buys
you 1) dark walnut stained frame, 2)-safety liner, 3}
roam comfort pad, 4) any size mattress with 3-y~ar
guarantee: $89.95. 3407 Central NE. 255~2289, 2123.

34 Biue -----"
11

36 Feline
40 Move by
small
degrees
42Avld
44 Of the Gaels
45 Seltle an
account: 2
words
47 Deceived
49'Chlef Ouray
follower
50 Object of
faith
52 Keep for
fulure use
53 Wicked
54 Palm
cockatoo
57 Straggle

ltlh-~(JccJ New Mexico

t'it~,;//ltDAILV

BEAUTIFUL !OO'Jo SIAMESE FEMALE leli,ne
desires rendevous with IOOOfo Siamese male. Terms
negotiable, 268-0978.
213

SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP, Friday Feb. ll_th
from 7:00-9:30 pm "and Saturday 10:00 am-S:OO pm.
Cost $30.00, students $20.00, Phone 262-0066 or 266·

1789,

BPECV!.l..
Q'1.'f\1rJ~ECTZ.ONS

2/8

TDDAY'S CIDSSIDRD PUZZLE
59 Stones:
ACROSS
Suffix
1·Wavetop
61 Shame
6 Dodder
64 ------of
10 English title
credit
1 4 Shakespeare 67 Movie
character
·pooch
1 5 Geometric
68 Accident,
solid
almost: 2
1-6 Playing field
words
17 Improvements 70 Brazil's
1 9 Narro'N way
neighbor
20 Travesly
71 Sailor's
21 Cotonlzmg
saint
23 Kind of mill
72 Small
25 Antique
children:
auto
Var.
26 Secular
73 Animal's
27 Canonized
gait
one: Abbr.
74 Canadian
29 Acquire by
whiskies
labor
75 Perfume
31 Spoil
33 Destructive
DOWN
---one

-·

Will
Big Mac
Break
Central
Quick
Eatery
Owners

22 Spree
48 Hates
51 Northern or
24 Group of
1 Dice cast
three
Native -----2 ltalia's
27 Status of:
54 Adjust lit- capital
Suffix
tingly
28 Tunny
55 One getting
3 Serious
30 Ethiopian tiup
situation
4 Spanish title
tie
56 Star: Comb.
form
5 Hot drinks 32 Draw, in
6 High card
sports
58 lnterj: of
7 Belgian city 35 Flower leaf
surprtse
8 Mutually:
37 Prospector's 60 Principle of
Prefix
underwritgood con9 Pearson or
lng
duct
Patrick
38 This:
62 Prefix for
10 Plaything
Spanish
boy or bois
11 Be of use
391nstrumenl 63 "All roads
lead to----"
12 Food from 41 Held closely
heaven
43 Rail against 65 Smooth
13 Dirge
46 Game of · 66 Remainder
18 "Do It for-Oriental
69 Call for help
"

,.
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LOBO photos by Phyllis M. Kushner

By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Staff Writer
Many of the University area's fast food
restaurants have a wait-and-see attitude
·about the possibility of McDonalds's and
Burger King moving into the neighborhood.
Italian Fatso's owner Matt Pace said, "!
really don't know what effect they're going
to have on business. I'll continue to serve
good food and give good service and only
time will tell what the effect will be."

origin

SCHWINN SUBURBAN l·SPEED girl's bicycle:
Excellent conditlon, $85.00. Earl, 268-7295,

Monday, February 6, 1978

.j

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

It is better to have loved
and "lost" than to have liked
and tied for second .

2/3

Loren Keller, owner of Dairy Queen, said,
"It may have a beneficiat effect on business
here. The area will be known as a fast-food
center. The cluster of fast-food stores may
attract more people.
''Anything that draws students across the
street will benefit us all. We'll wait and see,"
he said.
An employe of Whataburger said the
business wouldn't be affected much by the
possbile McDonalds's and Burger King
stores.

"Most of our business isn't students, they
are people between the ages of 30 and 35
years.. Still, we may lose a few customers ,"
he said.
Frontier Restaurant's manager, Pete
Villegas, said "We think that as long as we
do our job, we'll keep our customers. I think
that it'll bring in the !)ld -competition, it'll
keep us on our toes."
Taco Villa's manager, Jerry Kinney said,
"I don't think· there will be any adverse

effects on us because we have such a different variety of goods to offer.
John Goodlunis, manager of tlie Posh
Bagel, also said that his business wouldn't be
as affected by the new businesses as others
because of the different foods offered on the
menu.
"When I first heard about it, I thought we
might be affected, but now that I've thought
about it, I don't think so beca
different menu." he said.

--·· 'Btooh;:, , ~-

patio, Sll5. Call262-175t, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.

2/3
BARGAIN DEAL, AIR conditioned 2-bdrm, partly
£umished, just $135. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30
ree.
213
BEST NE 1-BDRM, kids, pet~ wel~ome, $90, utilities
2/3
paid. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
BARGAIN EAST SIDE, 1-bdrm, garage, kids, pets,
$130, ulilitics included. 262-17!11, Valley Rentals, $30

fcc.

2/3

6.

EMPLOYMENT

~--------------------------------------------~-

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT for people who like
people. Work as littl~: as 3 hrs. per week, or more.
Call299-0401 for more information.
2/2
PART·TIME JOB: SALES, flexible hours, good pay.
Possible full-time .summer. Call Phil Franczyk, CLU.

883·5360.

2/17

.~~~~--~,

Celebrate
Culture

ACT Scores

News Analysis
by TIM GALLAGHER

BRING KIDS, PETS, fancy 2-bdrm cottage, $125,
utilities paid. 262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fcc. 2/3
CAMPUS SPECIAL, FULLY fenced, 4-rm home.
Modern kitchen, $ 135~ 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30
fee.
2/3
PERSON WANTED TO SHARE two bedroom
mobile home five miles from campus. Junior, senior,
grad preferred, $80. Call Jim, 266-7935.
2/7

LOBO Editor

I
II

Covered·

WVagon

II

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

:I

OLDTOWN

Higher admission standards at
UNM are probably responsible for
the increase of the average ACT
composite scoreofUNM freshmen,
said Rodney Young, director of the
UNM Testing Division.
In an interview with the LOBO,
Young discussed the increase in
ACT scores and the possible
reasons behind it by relying heavily
on the Testing Division's annual
booklet about ACt scores, "UNM
Nat~onal

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Da.ily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under, the headmg
(circle one): I. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

24

and ACT: A Longitudinal View."
Tougher admission requirements
"The change in admission went into effect in the fall of 1977.
standards is probably attracting The previous requirements for
more students to UNM who would entrance to UNM was an average of
take those courses in high school C or better in high school. The new
anyway, and discouraging those admission requirements are three
who wouldn't," said Young.
years of English, two years of
ACT ~ompos~te Averages of UNM
College-Bound and National College-Enrolled
1967-1977

25
'i

Slowly Recovering

·1-

23 ·1-

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

22

-1-

..

21 ·120 -·
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19 • -

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

18 • -

Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed $. _ _ _ _ Placed by _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone:_ _ _ _ __

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Tflis chart in the UNM Testing Division ACT evaluation booklet shows the average composite score (vertical axis) for the 1977 freshman class at UNM (solid line) is on the rise after
a steady decline of several years, The average composite score for all freshmen nation-wide
in 1977 (dotted line) is not yet available.

higher math, two years of social
studies including one of U.S.
history, and two years of natural
sciences including one of biology,
chemistry or physics.
Young
said
the
stiffer
requirements
are
probably
responsible for the increase in
scores because while UNM freshman enrollment dropped almost 13
per cent from 1976 to 1977, the
number of New Mexico high school
seniors taking the test rose almost
four per cent.
The average composite score of
UNM freshmen rose from I 8.2 in
1~76 to 18.4 in 1977. That marked
the second consecutive year of
rising average scores after eight
consecutive years of declining
average scores. The average
composite score of all New Mexico
students taking the test also rose
from 17.2 to 17.5 after seven
consecutive years of declining
scores.
The figures become even more
significant when compared to
national averages which increased
for all students taking the exam
from 18.3 in 1975 to 18.4 in 1976.
National average scores have
fluctuated over the past ten years,
but have dropped from 19.4 in
1967.
The average score for UNM
freshmen had been significantly
higher than averages for college
freshmen nation-wide for many
year~ before dropping below the
nat1011al average in 1974. The
average ,.:nrc for al11977freshmen
nation-witic b not available yet, but
(r.ont. on

page 6)

"Black History Week" has been
proclaimed by UNM President
William Davis for Feb. 6 through
12, and a number of activities, arc
planned, including movies, lee·
tures, dances,banquet and a
reception for a cast of a touring
Broadway play.
Dr. Harold Bailey, director of
UNM's Afro-American Studies
program, said "This is actually
Black History Month. I feel it's
important that this month and
especially the activities of Feb. 6-12
be observed by as many non-blacks
as possible so they can get a true
perspective of Black history and the
Black experience in institutions of
higher learning."
The movie "Mandingo" will be
shown at the SUB Theater at 12, 6,
and 8:30 p.m. Monday and at the
Dennis Chavez Community Center
on Tuesday.
Wednesday, the Broadway
musical "Bubbling Brown Sugar"
will perform at Popejoy Hall at 7
p.m.
Thursday the Black Student
Union will host a dance for the
Sickle Cell Council of New Mexico.
The dance will be held in the Purple
Room of the SUB after the game
from 11 p.m. to 2 a. IT'.
Open house at the AfroAmerican Studies Center, 1819
Rom a NE, will be held from 2 p.m.
to 4:30p.m. on Friday.
A free dance will be held in the
SUB Purple Room after the
basketball game from I 1 p.m. to 2
a.m. on Saturday.
The Black History Week Banquet
will be held from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
in the SUB Ballroon1, featuring a
"soul buffet," awards, cultural
entertainment and speakers.
For more information on events,
times and prices for ac1mi,sion,
contact A fro-American 'itudics at
1819 Rom a NE or call277- >644.
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Beseiged Nicar;:tgua
! Holds City Elections
""

as

MANAGUA, NICARAGUA (UP!) -

Nicaragua held nation-wide

n~unicipal elections under a virtual state of siege Sunday, the 14th day of a

In Atlantic City

VIOlent general strike against President Ana~tasio Somoza's regime.
The election was seen as a contest between Samoza whose f11mily has
run this tiny Central American nation for 40 years, an'd the strikers who
have the support of business, labor, students and the Roman Catholic
church.
.
·
8
·~
Mayoral elections were scheduled in Nicaragua's 134 municipalities .call
:2: towns except the capital, where the mayor is a cabinet minister appointed
~ by the President.
Z National Guard troops on foot and in jeeps patrolled the streets of
,.,r Manag~a and the provincial cities of Leon, Granada, Matagalpa and Rivas
" and artJ llery was deployed throughout the capital.
~
Anti-government demonstrators built barricades, strewed nails and
C~.. lacks on. the. streets to punch the tires of army jeeps, and on Saturday night
set bonf1res m Managua's street.

0

....l
>.

8

NEW YORK (UP!) - At least
four organized crime groups are
try~ng to move into Atlantic City,
wh!le attempts to keep the mob out
have been hampered by mistrust
among law enforcement .agencies,
the New ·York Titn~ reported
Sunday.
The Times said in a special 25
pag~ article published in its Sunday
magazine that its four-month investigation into casino gambling
and organized crime activities
showed that mobsters have attempted to invest in real estate,

Valentines's Special Coupon
255-6046
6601 Lomas NE

everything~
.

Gun Duels Erupt
On Lebanon Border

(Behind the Fairgrounds,
between San Pedro and Louisiana)
(expires Feb. IS.)

· HASBAY A, Lebanon (UP!) Fierc'e tank, artillery and machine
gun exchanges flared Sunday
between Lebanese rightest and
Lebanese-Palestinian leftist forces
along the southeast border with
Israel.
In Beirut, 55 mites northwest of
Hasbi;tya, the latest in a wave of
some 100 bomb blasts in the past

Hostages
Suspect
In Escape
Other People

Some People
Gr3dlJate from college
Ge\ a JOb
Get married
Start a family
Get promoted
Retire at

65.

Graduate from college
Join Peace Corps or VISTA
Help others by sharing your
skills
Get a job, get married. etc.
Retire at 65

The choice is yours
SIGN UP NOW FOR INTERVIEW
SENIORS/GRADS
PLACEMENT OFFICE
MESA VISTA HALL 2ND FLOOR
REPS ON CAMPUS- MON.- WED. FEB. 13·15

~'\ .9,f,Modeling GrdJff

. "~

.

NOW h• ALBU~!,UER~!,UE

4

bars,
restaurants,
motels
croupiers' sc~..1o!s' .casino hotels ~·
jewelry store, a ja~itofial comp;ny
and an airport.
The paper said the alleged crime
families qomina~1ng the scene are
that of Angelo ~runo, 67, one of
the most powe1 ful underworld
bosses in the country operating in
the south Jersey-Philad(•lphia area;
and that of the late Carlo Gambina
in New York.'
The New York-based Vito
Genovese family is also scouting
that area while an unidentified

•~
•

NEW WESTMINSTER, British
Columbia (UP!) - Two women
"hostages" held for a week by five
inmates at a maximum security
prison will be charged with attempted murder and trying to help
the inmates escape, police said
Sunday.
The women, arrested after the
last three inmates surrendered
Saturday, were taken in separate
motorcades from the British
Columbia Penitentiary to the
Millhaven Penitentiary in southern
Ontario.
Police said two of the "so-called
civilian hostages" will be charges
with attempted murder and
complicity in the bungled escape
attempt in which the inmates took
13 hostages from a visiting area
Jan. 28.
Police refused to identify the two
women who will be arraigned.

"'"'.t-t. ~
~

"'•Offct•ing free pl~ccment service t.
e
to IIICDtbCI"S.
•.
M~mberships oi'i."e:t.•ed bt
•
• professional, para-professional.•
~
& student s-ta"tus.
~
Qualify·in~

interviews are being~
coudueted Feb. l.~
-through Feb. l.S, 1.978

five weeks shook 'the home of a
moderate Moslem ·politician, the
target of several earlier attacks. No
injuries were reported.
Artillery, tank and heavy
machine gun duels erupted betwe~n
rival positions near the southeast
frontier about noon and escalated
sharply before sundown,local
residents said.
They said several people were
in.!ured but no exact casualty
figures were available.
Leftist sources in Hasbaya, six
:Jiles from the Israeli border, said
he clash was prompted by the
mu•Gcl of a prominent resident of
the leftist-held town who had been
visiting his daughter in the nearby
rightist-held village of El Meri.
In Beirut, police sources said a
small bomb exploded near the

organized crime family from North
Jersey has attempted to take over a
janitorial company.
·
The Times said the efforts to stop
mobsters are made ''by a
disorganized network of mutually
antagonistic federal, state and local
law enforcement agencies."
It added,
"extensive investigations by federal and state
agencies of New Jersey's governor,
the chairman of the state's Casino
Control Commission, the Atlantic
City prosecutor's office and the
Atlantic City police department
have aggravated the climate. of
suspicion and mistrust."
The newspaper said federal and
state agencies have withheld vital
information from each other and
"conducted unnecessarily
repetitious investigations.''
The Atlantic City area law enforcement council has been
organized to coordinate policing,
but t he paper said that
"cooperations is often confined to.
a stiff exchange of hallos."
The Times also said the mob has
hired former high-ranking lawenforcement and public officials
and their relatives as lobbyists and
lawyers.

home of Saeb Salaam, a moderate
Lebanese Moslem- politician who

Chicago
Paper
To Fold

CHICAGO (UPI)
The
executive
board
of
the
Chicago
supported the Palestinians during
Newspaper Guild met in closed
Lebanon's 1975-76 civil war but has
session Sunday to discuss ways to
since challanged 'Palestinian policy
keep the Chicago Daily News from
by praising Egyptian peace moves
clnsing
after more than 102 years of
with Israel.
p;1blication.
Police said there was no imThe proposals will be reviewed
mediate indication who planted the
and
voted on at a full membership
explosive.
meeting
Monday evening, said
There have been at least three
Gerald
Minkkinen,
executive
such attacks on Salaam's home in
uir~ctor tht guild. Union leaders
West'Beirut in recent weeks. None
will
then meet Tuesday to discuss
caused injuries.
them,
a requirement under federal
In all, there have been about 100
bomb attacks since the beginning of labor law.
The board of directors of Field
the year against a variety oftargels
Enterpri5es,
Inc. which publishes
spanning the political spectrum, .
both
the
Sun-Times
ami the Daily
and some with no visivle political
News, voted Friday to "conmotive. Included have been
template
ceasing publication" of
newspapers, politicians' homes and
the Daily News March 4 unless an
The wave of born bings is one of acceptable means can be devised to
worst breaches of peace since save it.
Publisher Marshall Field warned
the forces now battling in southern
staffers
at a meeting Friday it looks
Lebanon ended the civil war in the
certain the newspaper, winner of IS
rest of the country in in late 1976.
pulitzer prizes, will not survive.
The Daily News, one of a number
of struggling afternoon newspapers
in the nation, has lost $21.7 million
since 1974.
Federal labor law required that
(NMPIRG)
newspapers considering radical
Availability Of Refund
changes must first discuss them
with labor leaders. The meeting
The NMPlRG is funded by $2.00 out of each
Tuesday
fulfills that requirement,
semester's activity fee.
said James G. Stuart Jr., executive
• Amount of refund- $2° 0
vice president and general counsel
• Refund. Period- Feb. 13-Feb. 24
of
Field Enterprises.
• Location of refund- SUB Box Office
e How to obtain refund- Show Student 10

N M Public Interest
Research Group

Advantages of paying s2oo to NMPIRG
1. Membership in a nation-wide organization working with
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your interest in mind
2. Free advice on consumer, social and environmental
problems
3. Free literature pertaining to NMPlRG projects
Renters Guide, Grocery Survey, Birth Control, Energy Cons.
Handbook, And Many Many More

Disadvantages of collecting refund
1. Ineligibility to vote or run for NMPIRG board of directors
2. Non support of NMPIRG's consumer, social anc:l environmenra1 projects
This advertisement is in no way meant to discourage the
exercise of your right to a refund, but simply to inform you of
its availability. If you have any questions or comments,
please call NMPIRG at 277-2757 or visit the office at 139 Har,__v:..:a~r.::d..:S;:;;'E::.-:..·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

.Finding a ClOwn
Within· Ourselves

Mob Attempts Infiltration

Bob's Pets & Plant Shop
15% off on

~

World News

~~

By JANE QUESNEL
LOBO Staff Writer
(.EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first of a two-pa~
senes o~ Albuquerque's leading clown, juggler and
pant<:m1me Michael Anthony. Anthony will be
teachmg a course on clowning beginning Feb. 8.)

"Be a clown, be a clown, all the world loves a
clown .... " Judy Garland, Donald O'Connor Fred

I,I

I

·,)

''I'vG had two. or threG people come out of this
with the. ability to perform, going to bars,
purtws, and passmg the hat. I think people will even be
• able to g.o 6ut and hustle jobs, if they're into that
aspect of 1t.
"Basically, what I do is gi~.e them all what I think
they're going to need. I tell them where the references
are, and where to go to find more information on it.
You can only take people so far, and then they have to
go out and perform to learn the rest.''
This is the fourth time Anthony has taught the
course •. and he's very pleased with the facilities the
class will be using. "Albuquerque Dane~ Theater is a
huge room, very well lit, wood floors, mirrors - it's
the perfect area," he said.
Previously, Anthony taught at both the Mime
Experiment and the Alternative Community Center
· '
but where did it all begin?
"Well, about I 5 years ago, my father had a friend
who was a magician, and he taught me the basics of
magic. Ever since t_hen it's what I've wanted to do."
He did trick~ f?r his family and friends and performed for h1s grade school. Landing his first
"pro.fessional" job at the age of I 2, Anthony entertamed a group of children at an outdoor picnic who
had heart trouble. Throughout high school he appeared as an entertainer at parties.
.
~s a ?rama major, Anthony spent two years at the
Umvemty of Iowa, but then dropped out.
"I couldn't understand where
I wanted to
cou~se

· Astaire. and dozens of other performers san~ these
lyrics until the public believed them.
For that matter, they just might have been right.
But whether you aspire to the Ringling Brothers and
Barnum & Bailey Circus, are searching for a new
hobby, or simply want to entertain family and friends
~~ your next gathering, Michael Anthony may have
JUSt the class you're looking .for.
·
For $50, Michael Anthony's course centers on
exercises leading you to find the clown in yourself
thereby developing your own personal clow~
· character. Classes at the Albuquerque Dance Theater
:Viii i?volve l~arning general techniques such as magic,
Jugghng, m1me, makeup, fire-eating, tight-rope
walking, slapstick, object illusion, and puppe1ry, and
the course will be open to students of any age.
"It'll be a very practical course," Anthony said
?efore leaving this weekend to open a shopping center
m Raton as a member of "McCormick's Matchbox
Circus."

Michael Anthony, Albuquerque's leading ,
pantomimist.
c.own, juggler and
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Hours:
10-10 Mon-Sat
12-7 Sun

tuna
cheese

Oarge only)
egg salad
fish italiano •

tuna

egg salad

cheese

Italian

2206 Central SE
For
orders call

t

Dairy Queen* brazier:
has it all
Food and Dessert

Regular Size
SUNDAES
fQr the price of one
With this coupon
Valid only at 2300 Central or 12th & 1-40

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 82

No. 88
381401
The New Mexko Dali!J Lob 1 is published

Monday through Friday every regular week
o£ the University year and weekly during the.
summer session by the Board of Student

Publication& of th£! University of New Mexico,
and is_ not financially associated with UNM.

Second class posta~c paid at Albuqucrquc 1
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate Is
$10.00 fat the academic ycnr.
Thl' opinions t'Xprcsred ort the editorial ·
tlw
pages of The lJafly La})(1 arc< those
author .mlcly. Unsi,!o!;ncd opinion Is that <lf tht'

or
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GO,LDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

ENTS
A

SPECIAL
COUPON
OFFER

1830 LOMAS AT YALE ONLY

POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH
FIJIES, BEVERAGE REG. $1,44 VALUE
WITH THIS COUPON

USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT1830 LOMAS AT VALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:

5431 Central NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMF.RV &
JUANTABO
HOURS:
11:00AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00 AM TO 11:00 PM
FRI. & SAT.
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~Editorial

Learn Lesson from Pollution

:a

j Basics ·Pay Off

Each day as I walk down the alley
of the final frontier. It is not surEditor:
. Thank you, Beverly Harron, for prising to me that this has been · and onto the campus I see how
concerned people are about
your article on mankind's pollutldfl allowed to happen.
pollution. There are too many
people that never give it a second
thought. Some people even express the theory that if we didn't
litter, then the trash personnel will.
be out" of jobs. Is that just one of
the stupidest things you've ever
heard?
Look folks, we can't afford to·
litter, burn lights uselessly, drive
two blocks when we could walk,
discard paper, glass and aluminum
when they can be recycled, nor
leave machinery in outer space.
But, until more people care or until
the children teach us, we'll have to
live with it. Poor alternatives.
Please don't litter.
Beverly Quinlan
Asst. Athletic Trainer

An academic philosophy that UNM caught a lot of heat for seems to

i!:

z

be paying off in higher fi.CT scores.
..,;
Wher,~ UNM opted for stiffer admission requirements that went into
" effect"in the Fall of 1977, the old cry that UNM was trying to be a
· l?Jl ''Harvard on the Rio Grande" went up from the critics.'They saw the
ll.
move as beihg perpetrated by the elitist philosophy that would try to
decrease the.number of minority students at UNM,

I .

~'

WELL, THE RESULTS ARE IN from the first year and so far the
only difference that's discernible is higher college entrance test scores.
The percentages of minorities (Chicano, Indian and Black) have
remained fairly constant and a longer look will have to be taken to see if
the standards emphasizing basics courses discourage minorities.
But for now, it seems like there's no substitute fo: the "back-tobasics" philosophy so many high schools had abandoned in the past
few years for sake of "progressive education" that included basket
weaving and canoeing.
STATISTICS FROM THIS YEAR'S ACT BOOKLET show that
background had very little effect on the test scores. Apparently,
'
education .knows no racial, S!!xual or economic barriers.
Rodney Young, director of the UNM Testing Division, said he
thought the higher entrance requirements would attract students who
would be more likely to take a traditional academic load anyway, and
would discourage those who are in high school to kill time.
This is the way it ought to be. UNM is supposed to be and ought to
concentrate on being the best institution of higher learning in the state.
Students who haven't prepared for college in high school shouldn't
expect to get that preparation they missed by taking English 100 and
,,
Psychology '102.
Those students who were taking skindiving instead of chemistry in
high school don't belong at UNM and are probably thinking about
going to trade school anyway.

DOONESBURY

'>
JUST B£CAUS£ u.l£ DE.CJD£0 TO MOVt50ME OF OUR
CIT/"7J;N5J AND M05T Df OUR ARMY INTO DISPUTeD
I£RRITDRIE5- You AUTOMATICALL+ ASSUMe WE.

DON'T WANT

GOOf) 13WIING. 7HIS IS 7H13 S<IN£3
IN N!iiAI 'tiJRK 7lJN!GHTA5f!IJNI)R£05
OF lJfMtJNS7RA7URS GATHER. OliT5!{)(3 A IJ/NN&R FOR 7H5 EMPRESS
Of IRAN. ROI.ANfJ HI3P1EY/57M~.J
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Holistic Healing will be discussed
at 12:30 p.m. Tuesday Feb. 7, in the
Honms Center Lounge. Guest
speaker will be Charles De Filippo,
counselor and Tai Chi Chuan
instructor.
A board meeting about National
Public Radio is scheduled for
Tuesday Feb. 7, 4:30p.m., Room
231-C of the SUB.
A seminar about passive Solar
Buildings will be given, Tuesday,
Feb. 7 at 2 p.m. in Room 303 of
Farris Engineering Center. The
speaker will be Robert P.
Stromberg, of Sandia Laboraties.

Dr. Fred Eggan, from the
University of Chicago. anthropology department, will discuss
the future of the American Indian
Tuesday , Feb. 7, at 8 P..m. in
biology 19q:

•

Opinion

LIKE IT OR NOT, IF WE'RE GOING to play the game at UNM, then
we've got to play by the University's rules.
If UNM says you've got to take the basics in high school, so be it. It'll
probably improve your ACT score anyway.

A meditation class -will be held
Mondays, 5:15 p.m. in the Honors
Center, Rm. 144. Open till today.
For more information, call
Symphony of Life, 265-4648.

<.·

•

Free Assistance on income tax
preparation is available by calling
Rick Lopez or Karen Woodward at
277-5029.

Private Power

By Paul B. Woodworth

Hold the Onions
We've never been big fans of fast-food hamburger joints, but a
couple of new additions along Central Avenue will benefit UNM
students greatly.
·
We reported Friday that Burger King has bought Harry's Hamburgers
and McDonald's has bought a union shop behind Bicycle World and is
interested in the bike shop's property on the corner of Central and Yale.
Also in the works is a mini-mall that would house four shops with
merchandise geared toward students.
THE REJUVENATION OF BUSINESS IN THE UNM AREA would
have several good effects for students.
First is the economic effect this move would have. Burger King,
McDonald's and the four shops could be expected to hire a couple of
hundred workers and would probably rely heavily on the student
population for their work force. Students could expect to pick up parttime jobs easily.
An add-on to the jobs benefit is the people these shops and
restaurants would attract into the area. The shoppers· could be expected to do more business at existing stores and the shops already
here might increase their work force.
ON THE LIGHTER SIDE OF THINGS, the competition from the
faster, cheaper restaurants might cause the UNM food services to
improve its menus.
Of course, this growth does not arrive without its problems.
Construction of the mini-mall would mean certain doom for the
parking lot on the site. This would worsen an already horrendous
parking situation.
BUT 01\1 THE OTHER HAND, GOVERNMENT has a notorious
reputation of not acting until a situation becomes unbearable. The auto
problems such construction would create might just be the kick in the
pants the city needs to get things going.
Councillor Marion Cottrell has long realized the need for additional
parking in the UNM-T.VI area. With the proposed growth of the area,
some more people might start listening to him.
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Ah me, Mr. Nix is on his socialist soapbox again! I can't help but
wonder why he hates the power company so much. Nonetheless, it's
time to talk about his 'public ownership' proposal again.
As we already know, the profits of Public Service Company of New
Mexico are regulated by law at 8 percent, and the rates the company
charges it's customers are based upon that figure with adjustments
being made quarterly. The adjustments are made by the state corpdration commission based upon their audit of the company's books.
The state and federal taxes the company pays, come out of this 8
percent.
Public Service Company of New Mexico has about six million
common shares outstanding, and somewhere around a million shares
of prefered stock outstanding. The common shares have a book value
of about $20 a share, so extending that amount to all the shares means
the company could be purchased for about$ 140 million (based on book
value). To set up municipal ownership, a bond issue of that amount
would be required in that amount, and with an interest rate of 6 to 8
percent, offsetting any reduction in rates due to elimination of company
profit. Also, the municipal entit\' would be required to make payments
on the principal, payments the Corporation does not have to make. This
means that the cost of running the corporation would be increased, and
hence electric rates would be higher.
Another aspect is the requirement municipal ownership would create
for higher state and federal taxes in order to offset the tax loss of the
now tax-free utility. The county and city would not be able to borrow as
much on bonded indebtedness due to the smaller size of the taxable
property base. The schools, the county, and the city would require
higher property taxes for the same reason. Overall our direct tax burden
would go up.
Studies of the wage structures of government and private enterprise
agencies have shown that the public sector people are higher paid and
less productive. Assuming tl)at this held true for our new municipal
utility, any decrease in management salaries would be offset by gains in
the lower levels of the company. Because there is no regulatory
com(Tlission to control costs and rates, it is easier for a public corporation to increase rates than it is for a private company. In this
community there are plumbers, electricians, and other trades where it is
not uncommon to earn $30,000 a year. Why would anyone want to take
a job with all the pressure and hassle of the president's job for that kind
of money? To get good competent management people, you must pay
them. For the $30,000 Mr. Ni>t wants to pay, I suspect we could get
Lester Hay, Lucy Jaramillo, Senator Barboa, or maybe even Harry
Kinney to take the post. The fact that they know absolutely nothing
about power companies will, I'm sure, be of great assistance.
To get a true view of private versus municpal power, I suggest that
you check the rates those municipals charge their customers. Ask the
people who live in Gallup, Los Alamos, Raton and so on, and then
compare their bills with those here in Albuquerque. (They are all
higher). As for not selling blocks of power to various companies at
lower rates, ask the' city of Gallup how they feel about having to pay
residential rates for the power they sell their customers, since they buy
it frdm Public Service Company of New Mexico. According to Mr. Nix,
that is welfare for the rich, accdrding to Public Service it is a power sale
based upon the cost of providing service (They don't have to maintain ·
the distribution system in Gallup or bill the customers). It costs more to
d(!liver rnsidential pownr than it does commercial rowEJr in mdroy cases,
.1r,d for H•at t'f.~Hsnn tf'SirJr:ntial ~;ho11ld r·nst rnnrn.
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·ASUNM SeJiatQr 'Piiill:Ietu<~ndez
holds office hours Monday through
Friday from II a.m. to noon in
Room 242 of the SUB.
ASUNM Craft Shop is having a
workshop in clay casting Wednesday, Feb. 8, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
For more information, call 277-

Lie-Spreading Charge
Denied by Lobbyists
In response to UNM President
William E. Davis' charges that
~omeone has been spreading false
and misleading information about
the University, Chamber of
Commerce lobbyists Joe Zanetti
and Jim Hudson denied such
statements had come from them.
Davis had said "persons purpdrtedly serving as Chamber (of
Commerce) spokesmen" were
spreading false information in an
effort to garner votes in the
legislature for the proposed
community college.
·

:::::
about the University.
~
Davis said people who attended 8'
the legislative hearings told him the t:1
statements were being made.
~.
He said accusations that UNM is -<
t"'
insensitive to minority problems, 0
turns down 40 per cent of its ap- .1:5
plicants and fails students it doesn't .,.,
want were made during legislative·
hearings.
Cl
Additional false statements e:
include that UNM has a higher ~
attrition rate for freshman minority :..
students than for Anglo students, ~
and that UNM lies about statistics
on minority enrollment, Davis said.
Davis sent statistics and answers
lo the alleged accusations to the
Albuquerque Journal.

In the beginning there was Ralph Nader, who begat the Public Interest
Research Group (PIRG), Who begat NMPIRG, who begat the $2
(refundable) fee. And now is the time when we can get our hands on those
lousy two bucks.
Getting y~ur t-:vo dollars back is a simple process. You just go to the
SUB box office, fill out a form or something and that's it.
There is more to it than meets the eye. PIRG has been gracious enough
to tell us, by way of an ad in today's LOBO, why we should let them keep
the money.
Fo: t~o doll~rs you get a, memb•ership in a nation-wide organization
workmg m ?ur Interest: That s fine and good, but at least a dozen people r
know are mterested m only one thing: ~. getting rid of all the environmentalists. Those same people didn't ask for a refund either.
Secondly PIRG members get free advice on consumer environmental
and, get this, social problems. But for $2 PlRG will not g~t you one lousy
date for the weekend.
Zanetti and Hudson met with
PIRG members also get free literature. That's also known as junk mail Davis to give him their assurances
in some circles but PIRG members have to go to the PIRG office to get the ·they had not been spreading lies
damned things.
Those are the advantages, There are only two disadvantages to those
.
who get their money back.
First o~ all you don't get to vote or run for Board of Directors. My
source, Btg Red, tells me that he has inside information on those "elections." The winners, as in the 'real' world, are actually decided in smokefilled rooms.
·
- Income Tax Seminar for the General Public to a~sist in
income tax preparation
s.econdly, if you get your mon~y back you don't get to support PIRG's
environmental, consumer and, get this, social projects. Well when was the
- Saturday,February 18, 9:00AM-5:00PM
'
last time PIRG had a sock hop at the SUB?
- The Sheraton Old Town Inn·(Weaver Room)
On the other si~e ~f the. coin, there are the advantages of getting your
Conducted by two faculty of the Anderson Graduate
money back. Desptte mflat10n, there are a myriad of things you can get for
School of Business, UNM, who are experts in taxation
two bucks, sales tax notwithstanding.
That money will buy 3.78072 gallons of regular gasoline at 52.9 cents a
- $20 Fee includes training materials and coffee
gallon. You can pollute your share of Albuquerque providing your car has
Call for information or reserve your eiuollment by
the proper equipment.
calling the Management Development Center UNM
A six-pack. It can be purchased for less than two bucks. You might even
277-4638
'
,
want to drink it while stanr;ling in line for. your refund.
.;32 hours of parking on some of UNM's four hour meters.
Tickets for you and your date to see the film "Never Give a Sucker an
Even Break" at the newly remodeled SUB theatre.
Stamps for 15 hate letters to PIRG and still have a nickle left over to buy
a lollipop.
There are lots of things you can do with two bucks. But there are lots of
things you can't do, and PIRG can. Like put an 11d like PIRG's in the
LOBO, which costs aboout $20.
•

How To Keep More Of What
You Earned In '77

Nl you need is love.
''
';
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AWarmAnd
Wonderful
Book About
TheL~est
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LEO BUSCAGLIA

Experience
In Life
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.. Now in paperback. $1.95
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FAWCm
CREST

BOOTS
ladies' & Men's

We're Open!

KUNM-FM, in an effort to provide increased service
to the people of New Mexico, is attempting to affiliate
with National Public Radio (the radio cqivalcnt of ChannelS's PBS affiliation). Programs from NPR cover a wide
range of information and music; these programs arc
currently not being heard in Albuquerque and Northern
New Mexico. National Public Radio would be a valuable
addition to the New Mexico airwaves. .
In order to bring National Public Radio to New
Mexico, KUNM must continue to receive our current
level of funding from ASUNM and GSA. If you support
KUNM and NPR please take a minute to fill in the
coupon below. Send it to either ASUNM or GSA or drop
it by the Information Desk in the SUB.
Thanks,
The Staff of KUNM

Public Skating

20°/o
Off

M·F 12·3 p.m. & 8-10 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 2-4 p.m. & 8·10 p.m.

Admission
$150 for adults
$100 for children under 12
Skate Rentals SOc

Campus groups
• •

Why not have an
ice skating party?
For information call:
David Foster
255-2715
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Dear SUNM/GSA,
Please continue to support KUNM so that they will be
able to bring National Public Radio to Albuquerque.
Name: __________________________
Student ID N o . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

men's

Jam a undergraduate/graduate (p1case circle one) student at UNM

2120 Central S.E. • 243·6954
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About People

Parttime City Jobs
Offered to Students

DEEP THROAT?
"Any public figure who admits tq being older than the
NEW
YORK
Ex-white
House
Chief
of
Staff
record
shows has got to be telling the truth."
>.
H.R;
Haldeman
plans
to
name
a
former
aide
to
JERRY VS. ARNIE
~
former Richard Nixon as the "Deep Throat" source · BIRMINGHAM, Ala. - Former President Gerald
0
O·
Forty-one temporary. parttii;ne
20 hours a week while classes are in whose information helped uncover the watergate "Ford will .play in a charity golf match with Arnold
u
·;;: jobs are being offered by the City
session and 40 hours a week during s~andal, New York Magazine reported Sunday.
Palmer and Alabama football coach Bear Bryant
In his forthcoming book, The Ends of Power, April II.
"'~ of Albuquerque to students' from semester breaks and summers.
.
UNM, _ the
University
of
Qualifying people must be 22. Haldeman identtl'ies the Washington Post's "Deep
Jr.,
a
republican
who
will
also
play
Elbert
Jemison
OJ
z Albuquerque, Albuquerque years old or under and must also Throat" informant as. Fred Fielding, 38, Deputy in the. event, said proceeds from the match at Pine
meet an economic disadvantaged Counsel to Nixon, according to the magazine.
Tree Country Club will go to charities.
'15 Technical-Vocational Institute and
other
post-secondary
institutes
in
criteria
as
established
by
the
New
York
also
says
that
Haldeman's
book
accuses
Ford will be in Alabama to attend a fund raising
"'~ the area.
of
Labor.
Nixon
himself
of
erasing
an
18
I
/2-minute
segment
of
Department
dinner
for the Alabama Republic;an Party in Bir-~
Students will be placetl in
a key White Hpuse tape recording sought by mingham April I 0 and to participate in a series of
positions compatible with their
Applications are available at the
Watergate investigators.
activities at the University, of Alabama in Tuscaloosa
class work and will be able to adjust Western Bank Building, 505
Aprilll-12.
their work hours accordingly.
Marquette NW, Room 1231,
Wages will be $2.80 per hour, Training and Special Divison of the
TOO YOUNG
Students may work a maximum of Personnel Department.
NEW YORK - Former child star and U.S. HISS TO FIGHT
-~·-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;_,- diplomat Shirley Temple Black once complained· to the
NEW YORK - Alger Hiss plans to go to court in
World Almanac that her age was listed incorrectly- a New York this spring in a bid to wipe out the 1950
perjury conviction that sent him to prison for nearly
:year too young.
Almanac editor George DeLury said Sunday Mrs. four years, Newsweek Magazine reported Sunday.
Black told him Hollywood executives had tried to add
The magazine said the 73-year old former diplomat,
to her appeal as a child star by making her a year convicted of lying to a grand jury investiging charges
younger than she was.
.
.
he was a communist spy, plans to 'sue with the help of
Mrs, Black, who was an American delegate to the the National Emergency Civil Liberties Committee.
United Nations when she wrote to DeLury, asked the
Newsweek said Hiss has spent the past three years
What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Almanac to revise its "Noted Personalities" section to amassing 45,000 FBI documents under the Freedom of
. Now there is a way to bridge the gap oetween an
make her a year older.
Information Act and liis lawyers think they have
undergraduate education and a challenging, responsible
"That was one request for an age correction I never enough evidence to prove malfeasance by federal
career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do work tradi·
gave a second thought to checking out," Delury said. prosecutors.
tionally done by lawyers.
·
Three months of intensive training can give you the
·skills-the courses are taught by lawyers. You choose
one of the seven courses offered-choose the city in
which you want to work.
Moving into Albuquerque seven years ago, Anthony
Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training has
more or less "fell ." into the newspaper business.
placed more than 2,000 graduates in Jaw firms, banks,
(cont. from page 3)
While working as an ad salesman to support himself,
·
and corporations in over 80 cities.
If you are a senior of high academic standing and are
fit in with the system. I think anyone who wants to
he learned promotions and layout techniques.
interested il' a career as a Lawyer's Assistant, we'd like
perform shouldn't go to a university. It would be a
Although he never wrote an article, he worked for The
to meet you.
Tribal Messenger, Astral Projection, and a number of
good place to go it you're interested in teaching, or if
smaller newspapers. For a year he did his own
you want to become a theater historian, but in general,
Contact your placement office for an interview with our
I
don't
think
the
true
theater
experience
can
be
found
publication entitled Sunshower, as well as publishing
representative.
·in universities. If you're really interested you should • Magazine and Michael Anthony's Two-bit Library of
We will visit your campus on:
Magic and Unusual Facts.
go to a conservatory, or become a street performer."
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Prestigious Ptints on View

..,g:
c:

. This collection is brought to the public under the auspices of Ms. Cleta ,..,
'<:
Downey, curator, and the University Art Museum. Local collectors will
have a fine opportunity to view this collection of more than I ,000 original ;:;:;
prints containing works by Davies, Daumier, Durer, Goya, Rouaull, ~
Hayter, Miro, Whistler, Peterdi, Antreasian, Richard Hunt and many
others. Also in the collection will be numerous wood engravings by Henry
Wolf which are proofs from the Wolf estate. Area artists being represented
are Adams, Antreasian, Lea, Rush, Scholder, and Strunck,

"'
"'

:t-""---

All works displayed are available for purchase and range in price from
$5 to $5,000 (total value will exceed $1000,000.)

Acareer in lawwithout law school.

Clown

Friday, Marc_h 3
l•ont.frompage11

..

•••

ACT SCOreS

the 1977 UNM freshmen's 18.4
..
the nation-wide

The Institute for
Paralegal Training

SUNGLASS 'HD'OTS
Ray-Bans, Photo-Chrome,
Gr.adients, Mirrors, or Polorized.

235 Soulh 171h Slreel, Philadelphia, Pennsylvanoa 19103
(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para·Legal, Inc.

c

Casey Optical Co.
(next door to casey Re.xall Drug

Lomas at Washington

average of 18.4 for all persons
taking the test.
The American College Testing
Assessment Program (ACT) was
adopted
as
an
admission
requirement for UNM in 1966. The
ACT tests - English, math, social
studies, natural sciences and
composite - are all put on a

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~UndMds~~~~ilia~pof
1 to 36.

.Finaneial Aid·
Infor•••ation
Question & Answer Session
Wednesday, February 8 in the.
Student Union Ballroom
3 to 4 pm and 4 to S pm
•

Deadline for completed financial
aid forms is Mareh l., 1.978
(fo:t; Summer 1978 and Fall,
Spring 1978-79)

Young speculated that the admissions requirements were the
reason for the higher scores and
eliminated such factors as sex,
ethnicity
and
economic
background. Here, briefly, is a
breakdown of those areas and the
reasons they were eliminated.
SEX
For the first time since ACT data
has been collected at UNM, there
were more women than men in the
freshman class this year. Since
women traditionally have a lower
composite score than men, it might
have been expected that the increase
in women would depress the
average score. However, the increase in the UNM freshman
women's score, from 17.3 in 1976
to 17.6 in 1977, offset any possible
decrease. The freshman men's score
rose from 19.1 in 1976 to 19.2 in
1977.
The booklet concludes: "In
general it is obvious that the change
in the malc·female ratio could not
be related to the score increases at

..

UNM. Such a change would have
lowered the scores had not the
overall improvement of the women
exceeded the overall improvement
of the men."
ETHNICITY
The booklet uses data to show
that the ethnicity distrubution of
the freshman class has remained
fairly constant "and certainly could
not be a factor in the score in-

crease."
However, since minority groups
have asserted that higher admissions stanoards would deny
entrance to minorities, it is wor,
thwhile to examine the changes in
minority enrollment.
Mexican-American or Chicano
freshman enrollement declined
from 17.2 per cent in 1976 to 16.7
per cent in 1977, but is still ahead of
1975 when it was 15.9 percent.
American Indian freshman
enrollment dropped from 3. 7 per
cent in 1976 to 3.2 per cent in 1977,
The booklet states that this fluctuation is to be expected because of
the comparatively small size of
enrollment.
The Caucasian American/White
freshman enrollment increased
form 49.7 percent in 1976 to 50.1
percent in 1977. Statistics show it is
well down from 77 .I percent in
1970.
INCOME
Although there were some
definite shifts in income patterns,
these did not affect the scores. the
booklet says.

PRONTO

Today's Special
Chill Dog
Fries
Large Coke

11.25
lower Level
New mexico Union food Service

-<
t""

The Lakeside Studio will present a unique selection of Old Masters
0
ttl
Modern Master, and contemporary prints.
o
The exhibit will take place today and Tuesday, Feb. 7, I 978 from 10 •
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Green Room of the Fine Arts Center.
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Co-Vered

, _..,.ago.n ·
Mak.,rs of Hund Made
Indian Jewelry

9ne of the mo.ny Joffrey II petformo.nces.

Jofftey: Youthful Talent
produce accomplished dancers, but
by WENDY BISSELL
The Joffrey II Dancers upheld to produce new choreographers as
their reputation as fine, young, well.
The innovative movement to
American dancers in their performance Friday night at Popejoy well-chosen music was exciting as
the dancers darted across stage
Hall.
The 12 dancers, ages 18 to 22, stopping to flex a foot or flick a
performed a wide variety of styles wrist as in the opening number,
ranging from a romantic · Tudor "Scherzo." Equally as effective
Ballet to a 1949 "bobby-soxers" was the stylized movement of
party.
"Tzigane," a pas de deux that
Each dancer is a soloist, distinct combined classical and character
in his or her own style, and this is ·elements.
One notable performance was
one of the pleasures of the company. It is also one of its that of Patricia Brown in "Conweaknesses. While the dancers tinuo'', Antony Tudor's lyrical
shine performing alone or in ballet. All of the dancers lovingly
couples, they are often sloppy in caressed Tudor's choreography to
their ensemble work, they have
create a flowing illusion of elegant
trouble staying together when it romance. But is was Brown who
comes to dancing as a group, brought to this dance the freedom it
perhaps because they are used to demands,
training as soloists.
"Incident at Black briar," a
One of ,the biggest assets of modern ballet that examines the
Jeffrey II, besides the dancers relationships of three people, was
themselves, is its choreography. the best performed dance of the
The company's goal is not just to evening. Lisa Headley was ad-

mirable as the young· girl, alternately restraining and giving way to
the movement.
The problem of ragged timing
was most evident in "Threads from
a String of Swing." It is yet another
dance that beings back the nostalgic
theme of the Swing Era and as
could be expected it was often
predictable and stereo-typed. The
dancers did not seem as comfortable with this style. But,
although there were some missed
lifts and awkward silences, it was
an obvious crowd pleaser and the
dancers seemed to enjoy it.
The overall impression of the
program was that of mood. MMred
only by an occasional break in
concentration :(One girl quit dancing
before she was all the way off
stage), each dance was a moment
set apart, showing drama and
technique, exploring feeling and
pure movement.
As a final comment, the program
had a short description of each
dance, informing the audience that
it had a "dramatic quality" or
"neat clean footwork." This was
unnecessary, for the choreography
and the dancers spoke quite
eloquently for themselves.

- -..

Leono.td Nlmoy will be In seo.rch of Popejoy Ho.ll tonight.
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Travel to NM Campuses to establish
Public Interest Research Groups

Car and organizing experience essential.

=
=
=
§
-

~
=

=

15·20 Hours Per Week Feb.-May
- s3.25·s3.50 Per Hr. pius some expenses :
~
Deadline Feb. 8: Send Resume
=
or experience description to:
=

§

-

NMPIRG
§§P.O. Box 4564 Alb. 87106
- 277-2757
§

=
s

=
§

=

Minorities, Women and Students encouraged to apply
:;
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OLDTOWN

•• use our
••
•• dry mount
••
press.
••
•• itlJs FREE!
••
••
•• POORMANS
•• PICTURE FRAMING
L

Use of dry mounting press Is absolutely FRE.E.l
Dry mount materials avallble for purchase or
bring your own
1/ Current Student or Teacher I. D. required
2/ Call us for time and reservation.
3/ To give everyone time, use must be limited to 30 min .

II

••
••
••
••
••
••
•
II

••

PICTURE FRAMING I READY-MADE FRAMES/ FRAMING SUPPLIES
3008 CENTRAL AVE, S.E., ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87106 • 255-3238

••••••••••••••••
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TIO
VIVO
We've Got A New Idea
For Breakfast (or Lunch)

Try
Th4e OBB13elette STinGDII_DTIV®
Fresh 3 egg omelette prepared to order
with your choice of fillings

Th~ Omelette Slioi)P~is 1?cated

.
adJacent to tlie Sweet~l1op 1n the
Tio Vivo area, main floor New Mexico Union

Equus: Riveting Psychodtama
EQUUS, DIRECIED BY SIDNEY LUM ET,
IS NOW ·SHOWING AT '!HE M PlAZA
THEA'!RE,

by GEORGE GESNER
Sidney Lumet has captured the
intensity of passion lJ,nd the intricate plot detail of a mystery like
no movie he has directed before
which includes Network, Dog Day

'.,

'

Afternoon, and Murder On The
Orient Express.
With assistance of Peter Shaffer,
the playwright of Equus, Lumet has
successfully taken the long-running
stage play and added a stronger
sense of realism to the setting.
The movie, like the play, serves
as a powerful vehicle for fine acting. The acting has to be spon-

taneous and constantly brilliant for
a film like this to work. And with
fine support, Peter Firth and
Richard Burton pulled it off
without a flaw.
It's not surprising for Button to
turn in a solid performance. After
all Burton's only downfall in an
acting role has been that he
sometimes resorts to too many
excesses such as his ventures into
Shakesperean soliloquy. The only
time Burton gets close to this is
when he is sitting at his desk where
he spills out his!Jnnermost feeling·
such as the envy he, a psychiatrist,
feels for his young patient (Firth)
who has experiened the pain and
joy of passion, no matter ,how
. abnormal it may have been.
Firth, recreating his original role,
shines as a young man who has
been brought up by rigid religious
parents and lives his young life in
fairly isolated conditions. The boy
has an obsession with horses and
worships Equus as the son of the
father. Firth's stupendous performance is accented by excellent

Gtovet Kicks Out the Jams

Jnteuogntlon: Burton nnd Firth.
facial expressions and the sharp
inquisitiveness that his perfect
timing and interesting accent
brought about.
The film is filled with beautiful
scenes as well as shocking ones. The
scenes are not peripheral to the

oy_>uoQnm. 5"''"'·.

By BRIAN MATTHEWS
Grover Washington Jr. jammed his ass off. ,
With the aid of his tight rhythm sect10n
"Locksmith," Grover wailed, mellowed and fun ked
up his very admiring audience at Popejoy Hall last
week.
For two hours and 15 minutes Popejoy was filled
with some particularly good Vibes. All evening there
was not a bad song (one that bogged down) everything
glowed pretty well, The one negative aspect of the
con~ert was the sound mixer.
"Lo·cksmith" which consists of the extremely
talented John Blake on violin, Tyrone Brown. on
acoustic and electric bass, Lenard (the Dr.) Gtbbs
handling the percussion chores, ~ames Simmo~s on
keyboards Richard Steacker·gUitars, and Millard
Vinson o~ the drums; opened the concert with two
kicking numbers, and soon after appeared _Gr~ver.
"Sausalito" featuring Simmons on the acoustic ptano
carne off very well. Without a doubt, "Locksmith"

on I
The

Sex Pistols Raw Enetgll

RSUNm Speakers Committee
presents

NEVEP.MlND'IHE Bo!I.OCKS HEFE's 'IHE

SEX

Peter Firth "be-comes one with ·Equus
BLACK HISTORY WEEK - FEB. 6-12
AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES - UNM
PRESENTS

Expect all that the motion picture screen
has never dared to show before.
Expect the truth.
Now you are ready for "Mandingo"
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Based on the big,
bold best seller
that sold """'"
9Y, million copies!
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JJlMES MASON SUSAN GEORGE PERRY KING
RICHARD WARD BRENDA SYKES
co-1hning

UWAN "HA'Y'MAN

'"'"'""""d"' KEN NORTON as MEDE
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KYLE ONsToTT
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FILMS INCORP0°
"'TED

TODAY Feb. 6
S. U.B. Theater

<loml•cf

by PJCHARD FJ..[JSCHr.R

A PARAMOUNT RELEASE ~·
•• ,

·n····.

:':,

;;j ..\'~ :

Noon, 6 & 8:30PM ·...._, __.,
Admission $1

P1S10JS 1 V!RJIN

(WB) BSK ] I 4 7
By RICHARD L. HUGHES
· The Sex Pistols have been
trying very hard to get accepted by
the public. They have beat up
photographers (like Jackie 0.
does), they have been disgusting
(like The Stones or J. Geils Band),
and they have made fun of Queen
and Country (like everyone else).
So far ' no one has
. given them any
credit for their deeds, only
criticism.
Without getting off the subject,
they do,, in fact, make music. This
album was even named as an
album-of-the-year by Rolling Stone
Magazine. Why? Well the folks at
RS had the incredible insight to
listen to the record . As full-bore
rock 'n' roll goes, this is a great
album.
In this age of strings, subtleness,
and non-excitement, it is about time
someone returned to good ole
offcn~ive rock without the cheap
avant-garde overtones designed to
give the perf<;~mer some class. The
Sex Pistols have absolutely no class,
nor do they want any. Once lead
singer Johnny Rotten starts
analyszing anything, the party will
be over, but for the present lie and
the other Pistols couldn't care less
about anything, least of all what the
hell their music means.
The album is a set of 12 very,
very angry songs. Topics range
from Nazism in England, to exceptionaly angry love songs. The
big hits, "God Save the Queen"
and "Anarchy in the U.K.," stand
out initially, but soon the other
songs carve a place in your heart,
too.
The album is mixed for highvolume listening and is guaranteed
to cause ear fatigue. The only
drawback of this abomination is
that the lyrics are hard to pick up,
but those intelligible are plenty to
keep things rolling.
Considering the rest of the mush
released in 1977, Never Mind the
Bollocks easily stands head and
armpits above the competition, and
deserves all the Album of the Year
a wards it can steal. Who knows,
rock 'rt' roll may not be dead after
all.
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LEO ARD
I OY
Monday, February 6, 8:00pm
Popejoy Hall
RESERVED SEATS·
$4.50 & $3.50 general public /$3.50 & $2.5~ st~dents
Tickets on sale at 'all Ticketmaster Locattons.
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has to be the tightest group Grover Washington Jr. has
,
ever performed with.
The most enjoyable numbers were two songs wh1ch
haven't been recorded before, entitled "Paradise"
and "Santa Cruz" .. which had been penned just one
week earlier. Both featured strong support from Blake
on the violin, as well as some mellow shimmering from
Grover.
The closing number was the ever funky "Mr.
Magic" and naturally an encore was in line. Grover
returned to play "Funkfoot" and the response was
outstanding.
,
Something tells me that Grover Washington Jr. Will
be doing good things in '78. He has an extremely able
band talented not only in the way of concert per·
form~nces, but good writers (all the m~terial except
Mr. Magic was written by some member Ill the group)
and excellent arrangers. Grover Washington Jr. will be
back in Albuquerque.

"ffir. mnglc" conj,~u~te~s~up~n~s~p:e:ll.:_·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...:....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

film; they are entirely -necessary.
Such scenes as the nude scene and
the blinding scene may be shocking,
but they serve to heighten the intensity and reality of a film that
succeeds in literally "turning the
viewer inside out."
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F.~.!!! Cagers Rip Wyoming, CSU ~
LOBO Sports Writer
When it was all over Carol
• Moreland stood on the sideline with
a flower in her hand and a smile on
her face.
The flower, she said, came from
a fan· the smile probably came (at
least 'partly) from being on a
basketball team that had had a
great weekend.

UNM Now7-0 in Conference Play

LobpsRemain on Top of WAC
Texas Instruments

4P

Reg.
Student Net Price
TI 30 SP ............ , . 21.95
18.65
TI 2550-II .......... , .. 29.95
25.45
SR 51-11 ........ , , . . . . 59.95
50.95
TI 58 ......... , , ..... 124.95
99.95
TI 59 ........ , ....... 299.95 249.95
BA .............. , , .. 34.95
29.75
MBA •..••.•.•........ 89.95
67.95
Sale ends
2/17/78

HO. LMAN'S,

SR-40 Reg. 29.95 (
Sale 25.45

Must have UNM I. D.

.

INC.).

40 I Wyoming NE 265-7981
Store hours M-F 8:00-5:30 Sat. 8:30-4:30

By PETER MADRID

LOBO Sports Editor
With half the 1978 Western
Athletic Confere~e· basketball
season over, New Mexico, Saturday
night in Fort Collins, Colo.,
showed once more how to win on
the road under pressure.
Coach Norm Ellenberger's
Lobos carried an undefeated WAC
mark of 6-0 into Fort Collins
Saturday coming off a slim 94-91
win over Wyoming two nights
before.
Of the Lobos' six WAC wins,
four came on the road. Against a
physical CSU team .1 Saturday, the
Lobos again won on the road by a
score of 91-82 before a record
Moby Gym crowd.
The win upped the 'Pack's

conference mark to 7-0 an the loss
Felix sprained his ankle against
dropped the Rams of coach Jim
Wyoming Thursday and was not
Williams to 4-3. Overall, the Lobos
scheduled to see inuch action but
now stand at 17-2 for the year.
· his two baskets put the Lobos on
In Saturday night's game, the
top for good.
Lobos jumped out to a quick 4-0
At half halftime; the Lobos went
lead on baskets by Russell Saunders
into the locker room with a seven
and Phil Abney. The Rams
point lead at 51-44.
responded on a ba;,ket by Lawrence
The Lobos came out in the
Neal then Abney connected again.
second .. half as though they 'were
Barry Young, who finished the
night with 32 points, pumped in going to blow the Rams out of
Moby Gym. Senior · co-captain
another basket for CSU but
Saunders, who scored nine points in Michael Cooper added two baskets
the first half, added two con- to the Lobo score to put UNM up"
secutive buckets to put UNM up by by 13 at 61-48. Marvin Johnson
then added another bucket to give
six at 10-4.
Later in the first half, the Rams the Lobos their biggest lead of the
night at 15, 63-48.
·
tied the game at 28-28 but it was
Disaster then struck as CSU
Mark Felix, open twice from the
reeled
off eight unanswered points
top of the key who put the Lobos
to
cut
the
Lobo lead to seven at 63back on top at 32-28.
56.
Ellenberger then called a timeout
and UNM again built its lead to II
at 69-58. CSU then reeled off
another barage of points cutting the
'Pack lead to five at 71-66.
Ellenberger · again called a
timeout to re-group his team, The
Lobos regained their poise and
went on to win.
Scoring in double figures for
UNM was Jimmy Allen with 16
points, Willie Howard with 13, and
Johnson with 12.
The Lobos now play four games
at home, three of them WAC games
and the other against Hawaii.

Lobo Sharon Striker shoots over Colorado State Opponent.

race and held on to beat William
By RAY GLASS
Snoddy by .3.
LOBO Sports Writer
UNM's Susie Vigil finished
The Colorado Flyers set a world
second
in the 800-yard run.
record in the mile relay and Charles
Running
in
third and fourth palce
Dramiga. wasthejone UNM winner
for
most
of
the race, Vigll'caught
at the 15th annual Albuquerque
Kathy
Weston
at the tape and
Jaycee Invitational Indoor Track
finished in 2:11.5, .1 ahead of
and Field Meet Saturday night.
Weston.
Wendy Knudson won the
The mile relay learn of Brenda
race
in
2:10.5
Finch, Pam Green, Barbara Wells
Lobo distance runner Mark
and Radius· Jacobs covered the 10lap distance in 3:47.3, topping the Romero captured second place in
old mark of 3:47.5. The old record the "devil take the hindmost" mile
was set by the Atoms Track Club at run, finishing in 4:24.0 behind
the 1974 Albuquerque Jaycee meet. Adams State's Rod Brown.
This event received its name
Dramiga outpushed and outbecause
at the end of each lap
shoved three runners to win the
.
following
the third lap the last
rough 440 yard dash in 49 .I. He
fought his way into the lead after runner has to quit, the Devil's mile
one lap of the two and one half lap claimed seven of the 10 starters,

Women

Even if you've never programmed before.
For the student who requires slide-rule functions, the
Tl-57 delivers an exceptional
combination of advanced
mathematical and statistical
capabilities. From functions
such as trig, logs, powers, roots
and reciprocals ..• to mean, variance, standard deviation and
much more.
And as long as you're in
the market for a super sliderule calculator, why not buy
one that can also put the power,
speed and conve"nience of programming at your disposal?
Programming a calculator

© 1978 Texas Instruments Incorporated

simply means giving it a logical
set of instructions for accomplishing what you want it to
do. Programming enables you
to solve lengthy and repetitive
problems
quickly
by substituting
new variables into
the set of
instructions
which you
.
,,
have already entered into the machine.
"The end result is more effi'·~

''"~.-.

cient use of your time in problem-solving.
All this and more is explained in our unique, illustrated, easy-to-follow guidebook, "Making Tracks Into
Programming." This 200-page
book comes with the TI-57. It
contains simple, step-by-step
instructions and examples to
help you quickly learn to use
programming functions to
make your problem-solving
faster, more accurate and fun .
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ~o
... INNOVATORS IN
Ul
PERSONAL ELECTRONICS

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

-··~.

again.
Marpe said, ''I wish I knew, but
just about every game we come out
flat in the beginning.''
Moreland echoed her saying "I
don't know, we just have trouble
getting started."
Freshman Taryn Bachis made her
first appearance in a Lobo uniform
and made it good with six points
and five rebounds as well as some
very sharp-looking passes.
!VI:arpe said, "We probably
should have beaten them by 30."
And of course the next night
Marpe sent her troops out and they
came away with the 35-point win.
"What we wanted to do was
begin playing from minute-one,"
Marpesaid.
With eight seconds gone in the
game Sparr saw her specialty shot

Dramiga Cap.tures Race

Edge

The 'TI-57. The super slide-rule that'll
get you into programming... fast and easy.

Everythmg went pretty well for
Moreland,. UNM's 6 -4 center who
had 29 pomts and 30 rebounds (a
new arena record) against
Wyoming a~d 20 points and IS
rebounds agam~t CSU ·
Moreland satd, "I wasn't really
up for the (~~oming) game."
~or a wlule It appeared UNM was
gmng .to be content wi~h letting
Wyommg do ·all the sconng as the
·cowgitls rolled up a 10;0 lead.
It took UNM. more than five
minutes to get their first two points
on the board as Moreland hit a pair
of free shots.

fall through and with 17 ;55 Lisa
Wedekind put UNM ahead to stay
with a pair of free throws which
made the score 4-2.
"Ever since we had our last loss
(a 64-49 whipping from Utah)
we've been improving every game "
Marpe said.
'
Jean Rostcrmondt cominued her

fine all-around play with 19 points,
seven rebounds and five assists.
Marpc said, "Jean doesn't have
to score to help us out."
Rostermondt is averaging about
16 points and 4.3 .assists per game,
while Moreland, flower, smile and
all, is averaging about!? points and
18 rebounds,
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including UNM's Jay Quade and
Dan Drury.
Jeremiah Ongwae was the only
other Lobo to place in an event,
finishing third in the 500-meter run
at 1:03.9.
lrt the men's mile relay the UNM
team of Hector Giron, Dramiga,
Ongwae and Sammuy Kipkurgut
place third behind the University of
Oklahoma and Abiliene Christian
University. Their time was 3:17.2.
Kipkurgat finished fourth in the
880-yard run, a race which was led
by every member in the field at one
time. Kipkurgat's time of 1:50.91
was 1.49 slower than the winning
time of I :49.42 of Daniel
Omwanza. Omwanza edged out
favorite Mike Boil by .05.
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Hear Y e! Hear Y e!

Last Day
for Spring semester

. .'

Text Returns
Sat Feb 11

Perry_s
Piz.zaThick Squar<:" Sicilian Pizza'
By The Slice And Pan
843-9750
2004 Central S.E,

Plnainn.

Try our fresh
salo.d anp
slice specials
for lunch.

"W~w got a feeling you're gonma like us.".
·~· ;c·
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with 6:4s left in the rirst halr, •
Kelly Sparr ripped the cords from
her usual outside spot and UNM
too a 19-18 lead and never trailed

Wildcats
Despite several falls and slips on
both the balance beam and uneven
parallel bars, the University of
Arizona women's gymnastics team
edged UMN's tumblers Friday
night in Johnson Gym 134.08132.13.
After the vaulting exercise, the
Wildcat women held a slight 33.8533.41 lead over the women gymnasts of UNM coach Claudia
Thomas.
The Arizona women then extended their lead to 66.99-66.15
over the Lobos after the bars
exercise.
The Lobos then took the lead
following the balance beam routine
paced by a strong 8.67 performance
by UNM sophomore Dianne Frew.
Thomas' tumblers led 98.91-98.69
over the Wildcat women.
But the clincher for Arizona
came in the floor exercise as Karen
Christianson of UA scored a 9.03,
preceeded by a 9.00 by another
teammate to slip past UNM.
Lobo Amy Williamson dazzled the
crowd in the floor exercise with~ a
superb performance but was only
given an 8.3 by the judges,

The UNM women's basketball
team tied up the Wyoming
Cowgirls, 70-57, Friday night and
then thumped Colorado State 8550, Saturday night in University
Arena.
Lobo coach Kathy Marpe said
~f ~he 35-point drubbing of 'csu,
Its great when everything you do
is right."
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FORSALE

SINGER FUTURA ZIGZAG scwlog machine. Top
of the L~ne. Slightly used but still under warranty.
Automatic bobbln winder, has computerized buttonholer' und uoe.s hundreds of fancy stitches.
2/7
Regularly $800, now $ISO cash. 294-8755,
WOMEN'S SUEDE JACKET si" 13/14. Good
condition. $40.268-0015
2/6
DEL.UXE MJCROWA VE LARGE oveJI tou~hmatic,
probe, memory; No dowQ payment, assume small
monthly payments. 2684393, .
2/13
HAN!JMADE KNOTTY PINE. Tao.1 bed couch,
beauuful, 6ft. long, foam pad, $300,765-5726. 217
OLIN SKI BOOTS. Brand new, IOVz. Make offer.
294-0840,
211

Clnssifieds

SLEEPING BAO. EDDIE BAUER Karakorum 2D,F. mummy. Right for cnmpcrs, backpackers, 277·
2/7
5039; 243-1985.
PAPA·SAN CHAIR $!W or best offer. Contact Tect..
at277-4610 or 292·0523 after 5,
2110
.. MEN'S 3-SPD. BIKE, good condition, $35, 2472778.
.
216.
1,974 VE<;JA STATIONWAGON, clean, air, radial
ttres. Askmg$1300. 266-~Sl,.evenings.
217
1975 MUSTANG II MACH I, 4-speed V-6 low
mileage, good .shape. $2650. Call Jay 8-5 s77-5340,
2/7
•

FOR REPAIR BILL, zig-zag sewing machine makes
buttonholes, embroiders, darns. Blind stitches
without attachments, $27.,50 and take machine. 26621t3

5871.

DOWN PAYMENT S~nsui receiver, 100 watts,
casseue. or 8 track player. Fronolic 6-way speaker,
magnetic turntable, assume small monthly payments.
266-lRll
2/13
,JO Y.E.AR GUARANTEE unJ;laimed layaway, color
telev1s1on. Brand new guarant~e, do down payment,
small monthly payments until balance is paid off.
266-5872,
2/13

No

I.

PERSONALS
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con-

trat.:cption, .st.:rillzation, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171.

2/15

BEGINNING WEAVING CLASS starts Feb. 8.
Weavers Studio, 20l Stanford SE, 26J.9HJO,
216
LINDA, I LOVE YOU. Please reconsider. Chuck,

2/6

THE

AMERICAN

DOLLAR

has

deprcci:Ued

considerably against Lhc German Mark, Thi~ .will
cause Birkcnstocks to Increase in prfcc $3/pr. starting
Peb, 13. Blrkcnstocks now 20% off old price until
Feb, II at Wild Rose, 2916 Central SE, 266-9946.
21 I 0

DR. HARNICK IS INTERESTED in locating
children from 9-36 monlhs of age to participate in a
study on play. lf you arc. interested, please call 2774209.
2110
BE A CLOWN. Classes In magic, juggling, mime,
puppets with Michael Anthony, 265-7465.
217
CONTACTS17 POLISHING & SOLUTIONS, Casey
Optical Company, 2SS·B736.

'.

tfn

FOUND: THURSDAY MORNING on 7 am in·
• coming NE Heights bus-lady's glove. Claim Rm. lOS
Marron Hall.
tfn

FIND YOURSELF in tl1e PCacc Corps, Ortega 233,
277-5907,
ss

3.SERVICES
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn
YOU'LL NEED INSURANCE someday so stan now
. when it costs Jess. Metropolitan Representative
LeRoy Ortit, 265-8463.

218

TYPING, 1st QUALITY, 883-7787.
FAST TYPING 266-3953.

UNM BOOKSTORE RETURNS POLICY: Last day
for full refund February II. l) Books must be in
original condition, 2) You must have cash receipt! 3)
You must present studentlD.
2110
VOLVO REPAIR. CALL Mike, 247-9083.
2/10
INCOME TAX PREPARATION Forms 1040-A $l,
1040$7.l0. Lollie, 265-3149.
. 2110
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. 821-7905.
2110

KEVIN, SEE YOU at the University or Iowa. Lindll'.
2/6
INCOME TAX PREPARATION. In house service,
FIRST LESSON FREE. Flat-picking or classical.
reasonable rates. Tom 243-7387.
2110
Experienced teacher. Private lessons. Call Marc at t..
TYPING EXPERIENCED. ENGINEERING, in&MMusicStudio:241-8158.
2/10
surance, legal, medical, statistical. Call266-4770.
KNOW SOMETHING THAT might make a good
2/10
news story? Call the LOBO news tip 'twtline, 277TYPING MA ENGLISH. Campus delivery. 2962110
l656.
8564.
3/20
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL ONLY JOe, Americao
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segqvia method.
cigarettes 48c, ellery morning at Pipe & Tobacco
Beginners welcome. 266·9291.
2128
Road, VJ block from UNM. 107 Cornell SE, M-F 9-6
QA
TYPING
SERVICE.
A
complete
typing
and
Ut\d Sat. 10-5.
.
2/17
editoria~ system, Tf!chnicat, genera'• \ega\. medica\.
FRESH CIGARS-AT PRICES you can Dfford.
scholastic, Cham & tables. 345-2125.
4129
Available at Pipe & Tobacco Road. i07B Cornell SE.
REASONABLE
TYPING
SERVICE.
Call268-4917.
218
2/9
PHOTOGilAPHY CLASSES FORMING: Short
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND WRITING assistance.
intensive courses in shooting black·and·whhe, color.
265-1164.
2/6
Lcnrn a permanent, valuable skill. Small groups
designed to suit your present knowledge: absolute
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric} and
beginners or intermediates. Special sessiom in outH
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment,
door portraiture, natur~: & scenics, sports action.
265-8515.
JFn
Intensive darkroom instruction if requested.
Reasonable tuition. Groups fill up quickly so call
soon for information. A·Pilotographer, 1717 Girard
NE. 26l-2444.
2110
CARYL D., I LOVE YOU. Orlaodo.
2/6
PERSON WANTED TO SHARE two bedroom
iHE HOPE OF GLORY! free admission rock • mobile home five miles from campus. Junior, senior,
grad preferred, .$80. Call Jim, 266-79.35.
217
concert. Saturday nite, February I 1th, 7:00 at The
Christian Center, 12121 Copper NE near Juan Tabo.
TWO FEMALES WANTED to share 3-bdrm house.
211 0
Clean, non-smoking. Around Feb. 25th. 268-0183
IT'S YOUR MAGAZINE! Contribute art,
artcrS pm.
217
~photography, prose, poetry, etc. to UNM•s creative
COMMUTING WOMAN: DO you want to share
works magazine-Conceptlons-SoUihweSt, Room 105
furnished llouse durjng week? Excellent neighMarron Hall or UNM Box 20. Deadline February 28.
borhood. Walk to UNM. 255-0233, evenings, S90.00.
t fn
2/8
PERRY'S PIZZA (ACROSS from lhc UNM). We ~CC;;A:i;M:;;p>iuO<s;";siip;<E;;:c:CrA;;;L;-.-:o:;:ic:::;cl;::y;::Fu::r:;ni"-sh::e:;d7).-.:b:;dr::m:-,~SJ;-;1;:-0,
Deliver. Cali843-97SO.
2/10
utilities paid. Call262.. 1751, Valley Rentals, S30 fee.
21 I 0
MARY, CARRARO'S CHANGED the meou, but
don't worry they're still serving those great pizzas, i'BiiiiK~Eii-:;T:;;O;-Cr;L;-A;;;S;;S;-.rc;;:le::a~o-::s::;ol;:;id;-cl;--b;::d;::rm=-,~Sl;-;4~5-;bc;il;;:ls
heroes and salads. They've added businessman's
paid. Cal1262-l151, Valley Rentals, $30 fte.
'2110
lunches, sandwiches, dinners and <:vcn a lo-cal plate. $100 CAMPUS 1-BDRM. Large fenced yard utilities
It seems like they have seating for a hundred. If you included. Call262·17SI, Valley Rentals, $30 fee. 2/10
can•t make it during !he day, 1'11 buy you dinner or a
snack some night. They're open until midnight on SE 1-BDRM HOME, fenced yards-, kids, pets
weekdays and I am on weekends, so if you gei a welcome, SIOO. Cull 262·1751, Valley Rentals. $30
chance give me a call and we'll make a date. Nick. 217' fee.
2/10
IT'S THE PLANETS for your dancing pleasure at GOOD NE 4·RM DUPLEX. KidS, pets OK, $130.
Ned's, dance •tiJ2 am this we~k.
2/6 Ca11262-1751, Valley Rentals, S30 fee.
2110
IT 1S ABOUT CHOICE. You get to expand the areas ROOMMATE WANTED TO share 3-bdrm apartof aliveness in your life: health. love, satisfaction, mcnt.S105plusutilitles.Call255-7674.
2/6
happiness, and full self-expression. Or, you can be NEEDED ROOMMATE TO share a furnished 3where you arc right now. INSIGHT TRAINING. The bdrm _house, swimming pool, $100. After 6:00 call
weekend experience of your life. Call John 1·9 pm, 299-1308, Mike.
218
Monday thru Fridayl 298-7549.
217 WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? We do the cooking &
cleaning, you do the studying. 303 Ash NE, 243-2831.
216

4.

2.

LOST&FOUND

LOST CAT, LAROE grey-brown-black long haired,
nuffy tailed, :~;hart legg(!d male, no collar, named
Riley. Gone since Jan. 25 from area Ash and Silver.
Please call247-2697 if found.
2/10

HOUSING

ROOMMATE NEEDED. CALL 266-9222, $80.00
monthly.
2/10
ROOMMATE WANTED: BEAUTIFUL house in
Corrales, non·smoker, prefer graduate student
working person,$ j 35, 898~7798.
2/8

ORCA
·~-

2124
2/t4

The Office of Research
and Consumer Affairs of
RSUNm invites _you to call
or drop b_y with an_y consume( problems, landlordtenant problems, complnints, bitches, gripes,
heado.ches, o,- heart-·
breaks. For help or more
information contact ORCA,
Room 251 in the SUB. 277-

2336

1978 KIRBY CLASSIC Ill, commercial model with
lifetime factory warranty,
take over small payments. 266-5871.
211.3
ELECTRONIC IGNITION SPECIALS good rhru
Febrtlnry, Delta Mark JOB $39.95; Megaspark 400
$42.95; Tiger SST· $34.95, 268·5490. Electronic
Ignition Sales.
2117
~hag r.ake nnd attachments,

1960 PONTIAC CATALINA. Body and engine
good. $750,00, negotiable, 243~73871eave message,

219
MOPEDS FROM $399, Vespa Scooters; Vespa,
Peugeot, Hercules, Batavus Mopeds, Service & ac-.
ce.ssories. J .J. Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268-3949 219

6.

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Robust
energy
4 Lend----to
9 Was partial
to
·; 4 Exist
1p Battle of the

dent
UNITED Feature SyNdicate
46 Rhyming
Puzzle Solved:
works
47 Egypt.
sacred bull
49 Mineral
suffix
50 Noun suffix
51 Georgia---52 Females
16 Growing
54 Force out
outward
58 Metric unit
1 7 Hairdo
. 60 Animal
19 Skin disenclosure
eases
61 -----Squad
62 Permit
20 Steel"mill
64 Friction
. 66 Answer
product
21 Tra~sportatio(,t 67 Try for ofmeans
lice again
received
words
22 Andiron
68 Three:
11 Australian 42 Lose
23 Cervine
Italian
marsupials
moisture: 2
69 Remitter
animal
12 French
words
70 Flow
24 Essential oil
season
45 Fertility
26 Mutilate
71 Extremity
13 ---Moines
goddess
29 Fox
18. Muzzle-_ ' 46------TuesDOWN
31 Diamond:
loading canday
Siang
non
53--·--- no us·
.32 Ending for
1 Lacking
24 Lymphoid
Confiden-·
div or lnv
spirit
trssuemass
tialiy
33 Condition of
2 Ms, Bordoni 25 Exp.enences 55 Join in marlife agam
riage
3 Blend
36 Organism
together
27 Crux
56 Express
38 Ending for
contempt
4 Blind as-·-~- 28 Comes upon
dep or imp
30 Of the ear 57----- down5 Sister
39 Former
6 Select for
33 Musical key
Modified ·
English
office
34 Lie on a
59 Pitcher
coins
slant
61 Restrain
7 Akin on the
41 Disappeared
father's side 35 In a current 62 Horned
gradually: 2
8 Went back
manner
viper·
words
over
37 Lo~k
63 Mauna--43 Trim
.9 Soft met~ I
qbltquely
65 Be in opera44 Female stu10 ·Money
40 Spaced: 2
lion
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1

stage, but nevertheless Leonard
Nimoy was a commanding
presence.

1.~

.

After being welcomed with a
rousing round of applause, he
reacted in the typical Star TJek
manner, "Thank you," he said,
"You're a very emotional bunch of
humans."

·~~w

.e were professional
ac~ors, not a bunch of
•
guys getting together 1n
funny suits." .•.·

Nimoy 'Q"~ifrgs
'Am·ok time'To Popejoy

Nimoy spent the first half hour
of the evening exploring various
~:~spects of science fact and fiction.
In short order, he came around
to the Star Trek phenomena, and
·stressed the fact that it was still
alive I 0 years after it ceased being
broadcast on network television.

I

I'
I

i

I;

He called Star Trek a community
project, made good by the entire
group, "We' were professional
actors, not a bunch of guys getting
together in funny suits."
Nimoy explained how and when
certain things came to be used in the
series, things like the FSNP
(famous Spack nerve pinch) which
was initiated in an episode called
"The Enemy Within."
The first Vulcan hand salute
came into being in the episode
called "Amok Time," an episode
where "Spock was in heat," Nimoy
said.

EMPLOYMENT

PAR.T-TIME JpB: SALES, flexible hours, good pay,
Poss1ble full-time summer. Call Phil Franczyk, CLU.
883-l360.
2/17

Nimoy said the effect Star Trek
had on his life was "all positive."
He characterized his fellow
crewmen aboard the Enterprise in
such ways as "Captain Queeg, I
mean captain Kirk," and "in
stumbles Dr. McCoy."
Nimoy briefly mentioned his
other endeavors which range from
films to broadway shows. He
focused on his books of poetry,
reading excerpts frorr1 them.

LBDnard Nimoy

?e indentified with anybody, Spack

IS • th~ best guy; humble, cool,
sc1ent1 fie, handsome."

He read another selection which
dealt with happiness and joy for

people. The audience seemed to
As tlie evening wound to a close, enjoy his performance and awarded
Nimoy again turned to his books of him another round of applause.
poetry.

period. Most of the questions dealt
with the Star Trek series, the people
and the characters they portrayed.
As he walked off the stage,
Nimoy has published three, ·
Of Spack, Nimoy said, "I never
Nimoy
stopped and faced the
saw the character as a problem. "You and I," "Will I Think of
audience
just long enough to say,
Spack has provided many op- You" and "We Are All Chiidren
"Live long and prosper."
portunities for me, If you have to Searching For Love."

··:
•

DAILY

•.•

• . '.-4 ··-

' .:· .•

• '.

There is enough stone in the
Gmat Pyramid of Cheops in
Egypt to build a wall around
all of France.

Tuesday, February 7, 1978

MENI-WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS! American,
Foreign. No experience required, Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career. Send $3.00
for information to SEAFAX, Dept. G-10, Box 2049,
Pott Angeles, Washington 98362.
2/10
STUDENT SPOUS~ WITH SEWING experience
wanted for part-lime employment. Bcmina Sewing
Machine Company, 268-9176.
2/6

Reactions to BurgerlnvasionVary

MISCELLANEOUS

"I think it is terrible that McDonald's and
Burger King are moving into the neighborhood. They encourage rotten eating. I'd
like to see more small businesses which serve
better food and are better for the community," said freshman Carol Kight-Fyfe, in
response to an informal survey.
Reactions to the two proposed hamburger
businesses ranged' from apathy to strong
opposition to equally strong support.
Twenty UNM students were ask~d their
reactions to the two businesses. All except
one were in some fast-food eaterv. which

CHEAP WATERBEDSJ Water Trips $89.95 buys
you 1) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comrort pad, 4) any size mattress with 3-year
guarantee: SB9.95, 3407 Central NE. 255~2289. 2/23
DANCEIJ FEBRUARY 19,1978, 3pm-7pm
American Legion Hall, 1201 Mountain Rd. NE.
~usic by .spinning Wheel 1 $6 a couple, $3 single
2110
tickets available al all Ticketmastcr location.~.
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP, Friday Feb. 1 llh
from 7:00-9:30 pm and Saturday 10:00 am-5:00pm,
Cost $30.00, students $20.00. Phone 262-0066 or 266-

W

~\r;

included Italian Fatso's, the SUB Tio Vivi,
Frontier Restaurant and the Posh BageL
Eleven students said they were for the
McDonald's and Burger King moving in the'
neighborhood. Eight were against the
business and one person said she didn't care.
The strength of supporters varied from a
"Why not? Everybody's got to make a
buck,'' to a more enthusiastic show,
"It think it's great that there's a
McDonald's coming, as long as they're open
24 hours. They're faster, cheaper and have
better food," said David Kroth, a

\
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FROm SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER
FEATURING John Trnvoltn & the Bee Gees
Feb. 6-12

10-3 pm D~lly
In ffie1c. Lounge In The H.E. C01net Of The Sub
ACliCl>U Fro• Ptonto•
A Stude<~t Activities Ptoductlon

J

sophomore.
His two friends, Jerry Wood and Brad
Booth, both voiced similar opinions.
Junior Diane Kannolt said, "I'm glad
they're moving in because it'll be easy to get
a quick lunch."
Kevin Maschhoff, a sophomore, agreed,
saying, "They'll jam up a traffic a little more
but that won't bother me."
For the opposition, Steven Sullivan, a sohpomore, said, "I'm against junk food and
against national chains. I'd rather see the
little local food businesses but I don't think

we can stem the tide. It's going to happen,"
Joe Sorroche, a freshman, said, "It seems
like all the hamburgers taste the same. I
don't think it's a very good idea."
A part time student and staff member of
the biology department, Caryn McHarney
said, "I'm not for Mcdonald's. I think
variety is the spice of life. McDonald's and
Burger King will push all the other businesses
out."
The apathy movement was represented by
freshman Sony Taylor's comment, "I don't

care."

By JANE QUESNEL
LOBO Staff Writer
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Audience reaction to the varied
program seemed good as Nimoy
was continualy interrupted by
applause.
For the last hour, Nimoy conducted a question and answer

New Mexico

CAMPUS ORGANIZER: TRAVEL to NM campuses to establish public interest research groups. Car
and organizing experience essential. Fifteen to twenty
hours per week, Feb-May, $3.25-$3.50 per hour plus
some expenses. Deadline is Feb. 8; Send resume or
experience description to NMPJRG, PO Box 4564,
Albuquerque, 87106. 277·2757. Minorities, women
and students encouraged to apply.
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PART TIME EMPLOYMENT for people who like
people, Work as little as 3 hrs. per week, or more.
Call 299-0401 for more information.
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Albuquerque pantomimist Michael Anthony and the
mouth of the tiger.

(EDITOR'S NOTE:) This is the second of a two-part series on
Albuquerque's leading clown, juggler and pantomime Michael
Anthony. Anthony will be teaching a course on clowning beginning
Feb. 8.)
As a drama major, Michael Anthony spent two years at the
University of Iowa, but. then dropped out.
Moving to Albuquerque seven years ago, Anthony more or less
"fell" into the newpaper business. While working as an ad saleman to
support himself, he learned promotions and layout techniques.
For a year he did his own publication, Sunshower, as well as
publishing Michael Anthony's Two-bit Library of Magic and Unusual
Facts.
All this, however, remained a sideline, a way to keep alive while
pursuing his magic, After three years in the newspaper business,
Anthony realized it was taking all his time, and "it just didn't feel
right." So, four years ago, Michael Anthony began the struggle of
supporting himself solely through performing.
Anthony went to California to learn the art of street performing,
He worked the Renaissance Fair and there met some people who had
been through the Ringling Brothers School of Clowning, and had
traveled with the circus for a year. From them he learned the pantomine, big-arena, Emmett Kelly type of clowning.
Returning to Albuquerque, Michael Anthony became friends with
his future partner Michael McCormick, a sculptor turned puppeteer.
McCormick went to England to study Punch and Judy, and brought
the techniques back with him, Anthony found it a whole new realm of
theater and began to study all aspects, from construction to performance, with McC•rmick.
Puppetry is the central core ofthe act which "McCormick's Matchbox Circus" presents, Victorian in flavor, the troupe consists of
AJ1lhony, "Professor" McCormick, and "Snake Little," McCor·
mick's 12 year old son, Sean,
"Right now," said Anthony, "Sean helps h1s father with the
puppets in the back of the puppet booth, and introduces the show, He

He
Clowns
For
Laughs
Not for
Money
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